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Aethiopica 17 (2014)
Next to the reference list, a glossary of Maale terms, a complete list of interviews, a list of oral stories narrated in the book, furthermore lists of maps, figures, and photographs follow; however, no index is included. The book closes with field notes on a funeral ceremony.

This kind of closure is somewhat representative for the whole publication, even though it seems unconnected and of disputable value to the rest of the book, as it shows the very personal tone with an emphasis on very detailed and personal depictions, and systematizes, objectivizes, academic sounding analysis. A feature which is on one hand likable, informative and revealing can on the other hand leave the impression of nattivity and being over concerned with personal experiences, therefore lessening the impression of being valuable information. For a Ph.D. thesis this may be convenient, but for a publication it may have been rewarding to revise and restructure the data once again, e.g. leave the long list of interviews in the appendix etc. aside and include a well-structured index instead. Furthermore a more analytic, academic sounding outline and writing style should have been developed. The reference list should have been revised as well, as there are many mistakes found, especially if compared to the references given in the text. This step would surely have up-graded the rich and thoroughly researched findings.

In any case, the publication is a very important contribution to anthropological gender studies in Ethiopia and moreover to anthropological studies on the Maale in general, as it fills a gap in research, which was long overdue.

Angela M. Müller, Universität Hamburg


The present publication obviously follows the tradition of the renowned anthropology department situated at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz with its focus on the many ethnic groups of Southern Ethiopia. The research focuses on the Bashada,¹ and, the main attention of the publication is given to the age set formation of this group. Different to former anthropological researches, the author demonstrates the implications the naming

¹ The Bashada are an ethnic group of Southern Ethiopia, who are speaking a southern Omotic language and are neighbours to the Hamar, the Banna and the Kara.
of a certain age group has on the political structure or the ritualistic background of the ethnic group, and also its implications on daily interactions.

The *Introduction*, which could have been called Chapter 1 as well, consists of a literature review, focusing mainly on anthropological literature on age set formation and comparing different East-African ethnic groups.

Chapter 2 shortly describes the personal situation of the author while conducting the research in the field, introduces the research methodologies that are used, and reflects the influence of the personal role on the findings. It furthermore lists the main informants with their photographs and some sentences about their life history and social role.

In Chapter 3 the territorial and social organization, the history and origin, as well as the organization of the nuclear family of the Bashada is described and explained, with an emphasis on the emic perspective (which means not only anthropological literature about comparable social structures is cited).

Chapter 4 goes deeper into the analysis of the social structures and the age system, analyzing the different spheres of children, adolescents, initiates and adults. It also describes the relations in the core families and provides the reader with an impression on the various positions individuals can take in the broader community.

The *Conclusion* summarizes the content of the publication by focusing on the different age stages and the expectations Bashada society has on the members of each stage.

Next to the reference list, a glossary of Bashada terms and an index are also included. The index is very helpful and very well structured.

The publication follows a straight anthropological approach and methodological line. Given this framework, each and every finding is grounded in anthropological tradition and, to a more or lesser extent, backed up by literature. The overall tone of the publication is less personal and more academic and objective, even though light is shed on the personal involvement and background (which is common in all recent anthropological researches). At the same time the main informants are personally introduced and even photographed.

The concentration on the emic perspective, especially visible in the main body of the work (Chapters 3 and 4), substantiated by some chosen literary examples, mainly focusing on neighbouring communities, creates a clear

---


3 Especially by Jane Lydall and Ivo Strecker, the two main teachers of Susanne Epple.
focus and a comprehensible argumentation. It sometimes lacks, however, the richness of data, which could have been created by comparison with other researches and which has, for example, been achieved in the introduction. On the other hand, in this way the connection between every day and ritual life can be shown and the interconnectedness of those two realms becomes clear through the emic perception. By giving concrete examples, either by using the Bashadas’ language to exemplify or by using examples from the families closest to the researcher, the author is always able to explain the larger social structures in a detailed and specified way.

This detailed approach about describing and explaining many special features of Bashada culture offers a lot of interesting and valuable material for other researchers. From my point of view, the publication offers, for example, very interesting contributions to the research about body-modifications in Ethiopia, especially in the context of their interconnection to the age-set formation.4

I, however, missed the focus on gender, which was promised in the title. Gender is included in the publication by dealing with women in the same way as with men. Often the passage about women is, however, even shorter than the passage about men, as women’s rituals and social structures seem to be more informal in Bashada than men’s are and thus there is less that can be described. Even though this point is completely understandable, and gives reason enough to write less about women, it is disappointing for the reader, especially as the title suggests that it contains more information in this regard and could give important hints about gendered social structures in Bashada and in general.

In general the study is very well researched, very well written, and very well theoretically grounded. Its detailed description of structures, its many and rich examples, and its deep analysis of the interconnection of day to day life, political and social life, as well as ritual life are extremely valuable for further researches. There are amazingly few mistakes in the English text and the index is a very useful tool to work with. I can only congratulate the author to this fine work of anthropological research.

Angela M. Müller, Universität Hamburg